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Abstract
The 2010 US National Security Strategy identifies large-scale cyber attacks
to the nation’s critical infrastructure as a major hazard to the homeland and
announces the intention to reduce that vulnerability by pursuing diplomacy
and supporting international norms of cyber behavior. Developing cyber
norms and institutions is problematic, however. Competing interests exist
among major state actors in the multinational environment—in particular
Russia, China, and the United States—concerning information freedom and
access. This paper will explain the genesis of these disagreements, propose
that the United States move beyond the information-freedom debate, and
then focus efforts on critical infrastructure security to further international
cooperation. A survey of diplomatic, academic, and political literature indicates broad, global support for the protection of critical infrastructure, despite the limited progress in international agreements to date. Furthermore,
analysis of the literature yields additional conclusions based on the reported
efforts of the political and business actors regarding the critical infrastructure
industry. Significant literature and public statements promote domestic actions to improve critical infrastructure security, but a lack of accountability
limits the funding and the establishment of standards required to meet the
objectives of the National Security Strategy. The United States has made incremental improvements in the legal and regulatory aspects of cybersecurity.
However, additional federal regulatory powers could improve critical infrastructure protection. An international agreement covering critical infrastructure could also positively address the growing threats to our nation’s networks.

vii

The Problem
In 2012 former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta warned the United
States of a potential “cyber Pearl Harbor” attack on our nation’s infrastructure,
and the reality of the threat has already been demonstrated.1 In December
2014 Germany’s Federal Office for Information Security acknowledged that
hackers breached an unnamed German industrial plant’s control systems,
preventing the shutdown of a furnace and thereby causing “widespread damage.”2 The 2010 US National Security Strategy (NSS) identifies large-scale cyber attacks on critical infrastructure as a major hazard to the homeland in the
same context as terrorism, natural disasters, and pandemics. The NSS also
calls for reducing these vulnerabilities through diplomacy and support for
international norms of acceptable cyber behavior and cyber institutions to
forestall the use of force in retaliation.3 However, developing cyber norms and
institutions has been problematic because of competing interests in the multinational environment. These difficulties center on the larger issue of information freedom and diminish chances for a multinational cyber treaty.4
Russia, China, and the United States have clashing ideologies concerning
information freedom. The United States steadfastly supports the concept of
freedom of information for the Internet, while Russia and China have resolutely proposed treaties at the United Nations emphasizing national sovereignty and state control of networks and information.5 Despite this difference,
several notable achievements have been made with international confidencebuilding measures, norms, and treaties. If the debate over information freedom and sovereignty could be resolved, critical-infrastructure security stands
out as an area of possible international consensus and cooperation.
Examining the motives and actions of political and business actors involved within the critical-infrastructure industry might suggest additional
measures needed to improve US national security. Focusing on these measures, together with efforts towards an international critical-infrastructure
security agreement and improvements in national critical-infrastructure
regulation and law, could positively address the growing threats to our nation’s
security.

A Clash of Ideologies in Cyberspace—Freedom versus State
Control of Information
The NSS aims to “ensure the protection of the free flow of information and
continued access,” but it also identifies cyberspace as vulnerable to disruption
1

and attack, representing “one of the most serious national security, public
safety, and economic challenges we face as a nation.”6 The NSS elaborates on
the need to protect critical infrastructure, calling the digital infrastructure a
strategic national asset.7 This emphasis on critical infrastructure builds on
past policies, including Pres. Bill Clinton’s 1998 Presidential Decision Directive
63 and previously included in Pres. George W. Bush’s 2003 National Strategy
to Secure Cyberspace.8 The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) updated
the National Infrastructure Plan in 2009 and the Department of Defense issued the DOD Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace in 2011to address criticalinfrastructure cybersecurity.9 President Barack Obama also signed an Executive Order in 2013 to support the nation’s critical infrastructure owners and
operators.10
The 2011 International Strategy for Cyberspace (ISC) reinforces the NSS regarding the dependence on the critical life-sustaining infrastructure and encourages all nations to strengthen international safeguards accordingly. The
ISC calls for a consensus among like-minded states and “diplomacy, defense,
and development” to promulgate norms of acceptable cyber behavior. The
strategy also reaffirmed US aims to promote the fundamental freedom of expression, “respect for property, valuing privacy, protection from crime,” and
the right of self-defense. It further elaborates that states should not be persuaded to pursue security policies of “national-level” filters and firewalls but
continue to support the growth of the Internet as an “open, interoperable,
secure, and reliable medium of exchange.”11

Russia, China, and Information Control
Russia, China, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan proposed to the United Nations
the International Code of Conduct (ICC) on 14 September, 2011.12 Russia has
been proposing draft resolutions on information security to the UN General
Assembly every year since 1998 and pushed for a UN Group of Governmental
Experts (GGE) report in 2003 to determine possible areas of cooperation to
reduce political and military risk.13 Despite no support for a 2003 GGE report, a GGE report was produced in 2010 recommending the international
community develop and discuss norms and confidence-building measures.14
The ICC represents a push for sovereign control of information flows
within a nation’s borders to ensure national security and regime stability.
Some have said Russia and China proposed the ICC to “regain the initiative”
in internet governance and to gain international support.15 Regardless, the
ICC remains the fulcrum of debate over international cyber norms between
the United States and Western nations that favor openness and human rights
2

and the Eastern nations, Russia and China, which prefer to restrict Internet
content to control their populations.
Russia’s motives come from a doctrine that freedom of information and
freedom of thought are threats to the state and that mass media control is essential in shaping the perceptions of their people and adversaries as well.16
Examples include Russia’s belief that the internal protests after its parliamentary elections in December 2011 were inspired and facilitated abroad by information spread on the Internet. Russia failed to ratify the Council of Europe’s cybercrime treaty for reasons that included its resistance to data
searches and discovery within its national networks.17
China has similar views concerning information security. The Chinese
greatly fear internal threats from “uncontrolled mass access to information”
and implement strong network supervision to maintain “social harmony.”18
China fiercely defends its national networks, contends that nations should
respect the differing national perspectives about Internet security, and insists
its military cyber operations are a response to the United States’ “militarization of the Internet.”19 China also rejected the Council of Europe’s cybercrime
treaty for the same reasons as Russia. China will not allow foreign interference in its national networks.20
The United States disagrees with the ICC, defending civil liberties and the
free flow of information.21 The current method internet governance relies on
international multistakeholder nongovernmental-organizations. The United
States does not agree with the idea of replacing it with a regime based on a
multilateral forum, such as the United Nations, essentially to protect state
sovereignty.22 The Department of State has also committed to “expose attempts to regulate Internet governance and increase control of cyberspace,
particularly content in the name of social control.”23 Finally, some believe that
the United States has rejected the ICC due to concerns that it would be impossible to enforce, and the United States clearly fears any concessions to support
censorship and repressive domestic policies.24
The ICC represents the stalemate faced by the United States in its efforts to
develop international agreements in cyberspace. It is a classic East–West debate over freedom versus control. However, the ICC expresses its consistent
intention to “maintain the integrity of the infrastructure within States,” and
“protect the Internet and other information and communication technology
networks from threats and vulnerabilities.”25 Also, the ICC asserts that states
will not “use information and communications technologies, including networks, to carry out hostile activities” and urges all nations to “lead all elements
of society, including its information and communication partnerships . . . in
order to facilitate . . . the protection of critical information infrastructures.”26
3

The development of international agreements has also been difficult due to
lack of agreement on cybersecurity definitions, scope, and interests in the
international community, in particular between the United States, Russia,
and China.27 However, there are areas of success including the Council of
Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime,28 the UN Group of Government Experts
reports, and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) confidence-building measures (OCBM).
For context, the United States has become negatively identified as only interested in cyber agreements with primarily Western nations.29 The United
States is now perceived to be the leader in cyber military development and a
source of several cyber attacks and exploitations.30 Our cyber military leaders
have openly expressed intentions to “dominate” cyberspace and have created
the US Cyber Command.31 This rhetoric may have been unhelpful within the
world community, but the United States has increased its efforts to achieve
international cyberspace agreements in recent years.
The United Nations has been working to develop a path for establishing
international norms of behavior in cyberspace with some successes.32 In 2010
the United States joined with several other nations in agreeing to consider
confidence-building measures that address cyber conflict recommended by a
GGE report.33 This GGE report process did not develop quickly. As has been
noted, Russia first proposed the creation of the GGE in 2003 to develop co
operation for the reduction of “political and military risk in the new digital
environment.”34 The report of 2010 did slightly encourage the development of
international norms of behavior and confidence-building measures. A 2013
GGE report produced an agreement between the major NATO allies, Russia,
India, and the United States affirming that “international laws governing
armed conflict apply to cyberspace,” and that “existing internal commitments
apply equally in cyberspace as they do in the physical domain.”35 This agreement is an enormously significant accomplishment, especially considering
the United States’ consistent support for the laws of armed conflict, which is
consonant in US military doctrines. The United States complied with the
OCBMs with the release of Joint Publication 3-12 Cyber Operations and stated
US Air Force doctrine on cyber.36
The OCBMs are also significant achievements in the development of international agreements, particularly those regarding the use of information
communication technologies (ICT) consistent with international law. The
OCBMs specifically address the risk of misperceptions and the possible emergence of political or military tensions. In OCBMs, participating nations voluntarily share information regarding strategies, policies, and programs regarding the security and use of ICTs.37 Russia participates (though China
4

does not) in the OSCE and signed the measures with interpretive statements
that address their sovereign information security guidelines.38 As of November 2014, half of the 30 signing nations have either wholly or partially complied with the OCBMs.39

Synthesis—Freedom of Information Argument
The concept of freedom of information is considered a core principle in the
United States’ strategy for cyberspace, and it is promoted by the Department
of State in the world community.40 This concept seems to have broad support,
notably by the 2014 NETmundial conference that advocated the freedom of
expression and information.41 The OSCE confidence-building measures promote an “open, interoperable, secure, and reliable Internet,”42 which is wordfor-word consistent with the US International Strategy for Cyberspace.43 Never
theless, Russia and China consistently disagree with the concept of freedom
of information in state policies; they “consistently advocate the extension of
state sovereign control and noninterference in cyberspace” and intend to “create national barriers” to carry out their policies.44
The United States should deemphasize the concept of information freedom
in developing an international cyber treaty. The debate over sovereign control
versus freedom of information in cyberspace appears to be insoluble; US interests may have already won, anyway. The United States should continue to
champion the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The UN International Bill of Human Rights, which contains the UDHR, affirms, “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”45
This treaty was ratified by Russia in 1973 and by China in 1998. The UN Special Rapporteur further clarified the meaning of the UDHR in 2011 to assure
the world community that it applies to the Internet.46 Some consider the ICC
and its yearly proposals to the UN are merely devices to regain sovereignty
lost by the ratification of the UDHR.47 Freedom of expression and access to
information should be defended, but more possible cyber agreements in the
world community might be gained by focusing where there are broad consensuses regarding threats to critical infrastructure. Realization of those threats
is more likely to cause harm to civilians and increase the possibility of international violence.
5

Critical Infrastructure Protection Treaty Debate
There is already broad support in the international community to establish measures or norms to protect national critical infrastructure and their
connected industrial control systems (ICS). The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) describes industrial control systems as
command-and-control networks designed to support industrial processes.
The largest subgroup of ICS is supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA). Most of the ICS worldwide are legacy, proprietary, computer systems originally designed for operations unconnected to networks. However,
now it is common for these control systems to be interconnected to increase
efficiency and allow remote command and control. This interconnectivity
allows hackers to gain access to ICS and cause serious damage.48 What is
most disturbing in this situation is that many control systems were designed
and built long before there were any security concerns.49
The DHS is charged with assisting critical-infrastructure owners and opera
tors. Critical infrastructures include agriculture, food, water, public health,
emergency services, government, the defense industrial base, information
and telecommunication, energy, transportation, banking and finance, the
chemical industry, the postal system, and shipping.50 Eighty-five percent of
the nation’s critical infrastructure is owned or operated by the private sector.51
The cyberspace threats of technological and physical damage to critical infrastructures are real, and they dominate the headlines today with dramatic and
potentially doomsday accounts. For example, a SCADA software bug in the
northeastern United States caused an alarm system to fail after the disruption
of a high-voltage power line. The software bug ultimately resulted in the
deaths of 11 persons and $6 billion in damage from rail, air, energy, and communication shutdowns.52 In another example from Australia, a disgruntled
employee intentionally altered a computerized treatment plant’s software to
release 200,000 gallons of sewage into parks around a hotel, resulting in millions in damage.53
Conclusions from International Diplomacy and Politics
The 2004 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 58/199 stands out
as the most defining advocacy of a global cybersecurity culture and the protection of critical infrastructures. Resolution 58/199 invites all to “consider
protecting critical information infrastructure in any future work on cyber security and within their respective national strategies and regulations and international cooperation.”54 The 2010 GGE report furthered the discussion,
recommending “dialogue on norms for State use of ICTs to reduce risk and
6

protect critical infrastructure.”55 In an ENISA analysis of numerous national
security strategies, a common theme emerged, that of identifying and protecting critical infrastructure.56 The Organization of American States communicated the need to develop and implement a cyber strategy against demon
strated threats to critical infrastructure.57 The OSCE also strongly advises
states to “reduce the risks of misperception, tension, and conflict” to “protect
national and international critical infrastructures, including their integrity.”58
James Lewis of the Center for Strategic and International Studies con
sidered the high risks and proposed that countries should consider “pledging to
avoid attacks.” He also suggested that international norms of behavior could
“stigmatize” certain cyber weapons against critical infrastructure as weapons
of mass destruction.59 The concept of “ruling out” cyber attacks against critical infrastructure is a recommendation by the International Stability Advisory Board to the US Department of State that stated, “Norms might, for example, include ruling attacks on critical infrastructure . . . as being
unacceptable.”60 The US National Research Council Committee on Deterring
Cyber Attacks noted that such agreements “may establish rules limiting appropriate targets.”61 Some international law experts recommend that potential targets such as power grids, food supplies, and financial infrastructures be
restricted from cyber attack in the same way civilian aircraft are restricted
from attack under all circumstances and all cyber war activities be restricted
to the use of force in armed conflict.62 Finally, the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) has stated that international law has “already established a rule that forbids attacks on civilian infrastructure, even in cyberspace.”63
The strongest persuasive argument for this norm of behavior toward critical infrastructure would be the United States’ practice and unilateral actions
during times of crisis and war. Examples would include the US decision not
to hack into financial systems during Operation Allied Force and the Global
War on Terror. Also, there was restraint against hacking the Iraqi financial
system in 2003.64
Despite all of this, the actualization of norms against cyber attacks against
critical infrastructure will likely center on the laws of armed conflict and the
debates that will be generated. The United States has already asserted that “the
United States reserves the right, under the laws of armed conflict, to respond
to serious cyber attacks with a proportional and justified military response at
the time and place of its choosing.”65 A “zone of ambiguity” remains with regard to exploitation, attack, and espionage in cyberspace that will have to be
closed for full development of global norms or treaties protecting critical infrastructure.66
7

Significant Deficiencies in Critical-Infrastructure Security
Ponemon Institute surveyed 599 global IT and IT security executives in 13
countries in 2014.67 The SANS Institute surveyed 268 respondents in 2014
who maintain, operate, or provide consulting services to industrial control
systems.68 Finally, the ENISA in 2011 surveyed 47 ICS operators and various
academic, industrial standardization, and public actors.69 These surveys included US companies, but the results are global in nature. There were three
common themes—current security measures and training, risk awareness,
and management influence.
Survey analysis indicated additional efforts are required to improve security measures and training. Ponemon found that only 17 percent of respondents reported that their IT security program is “mostly deployed,” and only
50 percent reported their security measures are fully defined. Just 57 percent
responded that their training programs were fully implemented. Significantly,
only 43 percent said their security operations are committed to protecting the
nation’s critical infrastructure.70 SANS reports that 67 percent considered or
somewhat considered cybersecurity in their procurement process.71
Risk awareness remained a work in progress. Ponemon reported that 67
percent of respondents had at least one security compromise that affected
operations or compromised confidential information. Also, only 16 percent
were “fully aware” of vulnerabilities to ICS/SCADA, but 48 percent reported
“fully aware” or “partially aware.”72 SANS reported that 53 percent of respondents believed there is a high to severe threat to their ICS systems, but only 26
percent believed their visibility to threats is excellent to good.73 Furthermore,
40 percent believed or suspected that their ICS systems had been breached.74
Seventeen percent had no process in place to detect vulnerabilities.75
Top-level management involvement in ICS security appeared to be lacking.
Ponemon reported that only 28 percent of respondents believed that security
is in the top five of their respective organization’s strategic priorities. While
many of these survey respondents represented large organizations, 55 percent
reported that there was only one person responsible for ICS and SCADA security.76 ENISA reported in its analysis that there is not enough involvement
by senior management and that the excessive size and interests of some
organizations preclude the sharing of security information.77
Counterarguments for a Critical-Infrastructure Protection Agreement
There are strong counterarguments for the establishment of an international norm or treaty. First, the very technical nature of cyberspace and the
constantly evolving industrial systems could make a successfully negotiated
8

treaty obsolete after years of development due to the innovative, offensive nature of cyber attacks.78 Second, nations enter agreements to limit arms to
maintain a “balance of power” and save on defense expenditures, but cybercapability costs are extremely low in comparison. Nonstate actors would be
unaffected by the agreement and might be (or might continue to be) used as
proxies.79 Third, the complexity of verification between private and public
networks may be too difficult to overcome, in particular with some states’
extreme reluctance to allow external access to their networks.80 Fourth, according to a 1999 Department of Defense report, it might be more humane
and preferred—regarding the laws of armed conflict—to target critical infrastructure with cyber weapons rather than using more traditional weapons
that could increase civilian casualties and increase disruptions.81 Finally, the
problem of distinction between public and private networks may be unsol
vable because 98 percent of all US federal networks travel on civilian infrastructure, and the laws of armed conflict could require a distinct, separate
network be established to comply with an international norm.82

Regulatory and Legislative Improvement Debate
Highlights from Recent US Legislative and Regulatory Actions
The United States has made incremental improvements in the legislative and
regulatory aspects of cybersecurity, but additional efforts to increase the regulatory powers of the federal government could increase critical-infrastructure
protection. The champions of cybersecurity have found it difficult to pass legislation to implement measures that strengthen the government’s oversight
and regulatory powers. The proposed Cybersecurity Act of 2012 was defeated
in the Senate due to perceived costs to industry imposed by the new draft
standards.83 The H.R. 2952 Critical Infrastructure Research and Development
Advancement Act of 2013, passed by the House of Representatives in July
2014, mandated the DHS submit a strategic plan and guide research and development efforts for protecting the critical infrastructure.84 However, this
law did not pass the Senate; a slimmed-down version became the National
Cybersecurity Protection Act of 2014 in December 2014 that “codifies the
existing cybersecurity and communications operations center at the Department of Homeland Security.”85
Nathan Alexander Sales, a professor at George Mason University School of
Law, provides an excellent summary of the regulatory and legislative initiatives to bolster the cybersecurity of the United States in “Regulating Cyber
9

Security.” Professor Sales recommends that the United States view cybersecurity through the lens of environmental law and introduce regulations to shift
the costs of vulnerabilities more specifically to the owners of critical infrastructure to improve accountability.
Currently, the majority of costs for breaches of poor cyber defenses are
borne by the customers of critical infrastructure—underfunding of the nation’s infrastructure defenses shifts seems to financial risk to customers.86 Second, cyber defenses should be viewed through a public health lens that stresses
the reporting of defects, detections, attacks, and treatment of national network systems.87 As with Ebola or other pandemics, additional vigorous moni
toring may bolster defenses by quickly isolating infected systems, regulating
the need for redundancy, and hardening critical-infrastructure systems.88
Regulatory Conclusions from the Critical-Infrastructure Actors
Survey results of critical-infrastructure actors suggest a lean towards organizational self-interest. According to ENISA, only 4 percent of respondents
believed that increased regulations would improve ICS security, yet 91 percent believed that public funding would be beneficial to ICS security due to
the interests of governments and the public.89 ICS manufacturers and operators tended to dislike more regulations, but service and security providers and
academics supported increased regulation to improve security.90 Surveys consistently noted concerns of increased regulation that may improve compliance
but not necessarily security.91 Although there was some disagreement about
costs, only 15 percent of ICS manufacturers and integrators consider the costs
of increased regulation unaffordable.92 One survey result the surveyors found
notable and surprising was that European ICS operators are familiar with US
regulations and standards, despite their nonapplicability to their European
ICS systems.93 SANS and ENISA reported that many common standards are
US-based and note the industry agrees that the European Union lacks a common reference to standards and guidelines.94 A conclusion could be made that
the United States is a perceived leader in the ICS security environment.

Recommendations
The global connections of the United States strengthen economic growth
and provide tremendous benefits to the international society.95 However, this
interdependence creates risks that cannot be eliminated completely, especially if the offensive cyber capabilities of states and nonstate actors are perceived to have natural advantages in cost, maneuverability, and initiative.96
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An important international cyber focus of the United States should be to reduce the risk to the nation’s critical infrastructure, our strategic national assets. Analyses of surveys seem to indicate that there remains a significant lack
of accountability and focus on critical-infrastructure cybersecurity that requires additional actions in support of the nation’s National Security Strategy.
Recommendations are twofold:

•

•

More emphasis should be placed on the development of international
norms of cyber behavior and possibly an international treaty system in
diplomacy to protect critical infrastructures from cyber attack. This process should take place outside the freedom of information debate. The
issues of attribution and verification to such an agreement are potentially unsolvable. However, even a “symbolic” international agreement—
even if only symbolic—may reduce the risk somewhat and provide maneuver room for continuous improvement of defensive measures.97 An
agreement of this type would potentially reduce risk and move toward
an establishment of cyber norms. The United States should continue to
resolve the ambiguities of developing norms and the laws of armed
conflict.
The United States should continue to make regulatory and legislative
changes to improve the cybersecurity of the United States. Efforts should
be made to harmonize US cybersecurity regulations and laws with the
rest of the international community to enhance accountability and bolster international cyber defense. There seems to be a broad consensus
on the need to improve critical-infrastructure cybersecurity, but the
lack of accountability reduces the necessary funding and impedes the
development of standards necessary to meet the objectives of the National Security Strategy.

Conclusion
Sixty-seven percent of industrial control system actors reported security
compromises to their networks that included disruption to operations or
losses of confidential information.98 Threats to the nation’s infrastructure are
now more unlimited, enigmatic, and pervasive. The 2010 National Security
Strategy acknowledges threats to critical infrastructure and seeks a path forward with international partners to craft norms of good state behavior, but
the United States promotes values such as the freedom of information and
access that create international disagreements and frustrates diplomatic efforts.99 Nonetheless, the effort to develop international norms that specifically
11

relate to critical-infrastructure security is coherent and prevalent throughout
the world community. Focusing on the areas of consensus about the protection of critical infrastructure may be the most feasible way to achieve cyber
norms or treaty systems in the current international environment. Also, domestic legislative and regulatory initiatives could reduce the risks to the nation’s digital systems that empower the critical infrastructure of the United
States and strengthen our cyber defenses.
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Appendix
Excerpts from: “Letter Dated 12 September 2011 from the Permanent Representatives of China, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to
the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General,” A/66/359, UN
General Assembly, 4–5.
Purpose and scope
The purpose of the present code is to identify the rights and responsibilities of States in
information space, promote their constructive and responsible behaviors and enhance
their cooperation in addressing the common threats and challenges in information
space, so as to ensure that information and communications technologies, including
networks, are to be solely used to benefit social and economic development and people’s
well-being, with the objective of maintaining international stability and security.
Adherence to the code is voluntary and open to all States.
Code of conduct
Each State voluntarily subscribing to the code pledges:
(a) To comply with the Charter of the United Nations and universally recognized norms
governing international relations that enshrine, inter alia, respect for the sovereignty,
territorial integrity and political independence of all States, respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms and respect for the diversity of history, culture and social systems
of all countries;
(b) Not to use information and communications technologies, including networks, to
carry out hostile activities or acts of aggression, pose threats to international peace and
security or proliferate information weapons or related technologies;
(c) To cooperate in combating criminal and terrorist activities that use information and
communications technologies, including networks, and in curbing the dissemination of
information that incites terrorism, secessionism or extremism or that undermines other
countries’ political, economic and social stability, as well as their spiritual and cultural
environment;
(d) To endeavor to ensure the supply chain security of information and communications technology products and services, in order to prevent other States from using their
resources, critical infrastructures, core technologies and other advantages to undermine
the right of the countries that have accepted the code of conduct, to gain independent
control of information and communications technologies or to threaten the political,
economic and social security of other countries;
(e) To reaffirm all the rights and responsibilities of States to protect, in accordance with
relevant laws and regulations, their information space and critical information infrastructure from threats, disturbance, attack and sabotage;
(f) To fully respect rights and freedom in information space, including rights and freedom to search for, acquire and disseminate information on the premise of complying
with relevant national laws and regulations;
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(g) To promote the establishment of a multilateral, transparent and democratic international Internet management system to ensure an equitable distribution of resources, facilitate access for all and ensure a stable and secure functioning of the Internet;
(h) To lead all elements of society, including its information and communication partnerships with the private sector, to understand their roles and responsibilities with regard to information security, in order to facilitate the creation of a culture of information security and the protection of critical information infrastructures;
(i) To assist developing countries in their efforts to enhance capacity building on information security and to close the digital divide;
(j) To bolster bilateral, regional and international cooperation, promote the important
role of the United Nations in formulating international norms, peaceful settlements of
international disputes and improvements in international cooperation in the field of
information security, and enhance coordination among relevant international organizations;
(k) To settle any dispute resulting from the application of the code through peaceful
means and to refrain from the threat or use of force.
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